
JOY OF FREEDOM 

 

Once the workers of the world take over parliaments by electing a majority of socialist MPs 

(actually Socialist delegates) mandated to pronounce: Annulment of all property and 

territorial rights whereby all that is on and in the Earth becomes the common heritage of 

the whole humanity, just imagine how great will be the massive popular impact of this 

revolutionary event all over the world.  
 

People will not just remain sitting beside televisions at home simply watching the results; instead 

they will take to the streets and terraces in a gigantic delightful mood to celebrate this 

emancipatory historical occasion whereby the centuries-long hope of socialism is being 

materialized. Parliaments will actually be surrounded by workers from all walks of life, 

including the members of the armed forces as members of the working class, and others, even 

from some enlightened members of so far adversaries as well, joining them. Not hundreds, nor 

thousands, nor even hundreds of thousands, but millions will gather to voice support and join 

hands to make their own history with their victorious delegates and to enjoy the JOY OF 

FREEDOM forever from the clutch of the age-old class division of society.  
 

The world will see a new humanity without alienation and competition, and the budding of 

humanity’s full potential of cooperation. Will there be anybody to oppose this earth-shaking 

occurrence that relegates to the past class-divided pre-history by initiating the real universal 

human history in the making? In all probability there will be none. Yet, for argument’s sake, if 

there were to be any at all, will those brainwashed recalcitrant brutalized ruffians be able to face 

up to this human uprising the world over? Any rebellion would be appropriately dealt with by the 

winning workers having the necessary political power and command at their disposal.  
 

This momentous change will abolish the government over people and usher humanity into the 

realm of freedom by reorganizing the global community into a three-tier participatory democratic 

organizational system – local, regional and global to administer things and the affairs of life.   
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